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Abstract— This paper proposes a method for achieving an 
improved ego-vehicle global localization with respect to an 
approaching intersection, based on the alignment of visual 
landmarks perceived by the on-board visual system, with the 
information from a proposed extended digital map. The visual 
system relies on a stereovision system that provides a detailed 3D 
description of the environment, including road landmarks 
information (lateral lane delimiters, painted traff ic signs, curbs, 
stop-lines), as well as dynamic environment information (other 
vehicles). An extended digital map is proposed, which enriches 
the standard map information with a detailed description of the 
intersection required for current lane identification, landmarks 
alignment, and ego-vehicle accurate global localization. A novel 
approach for lane delimiters classification, necessary for the lane 
identification, is also presented. An original solution for 
identifying the current lane, combining visual and map 
information with the help of a Bayesian network is proposed. 
Extensive experiments have been performed and the results 
evaluated with a GNSS system of high accuracy (2 cm). The 
achieved global localization accuracy is of sub-meter level, 
depending on the performance of the stereovision system. 

 
Index Terms— localization, stereovision, visual landmarks, 

extended digital map, Bayesian network, alignment 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The intersection scenario is the most complex, demanding 
and dangerous part of all driving situations. Depending on the 
region and country, from 30% to 60% of all injury accidents 
and up to one third of the fatalities occur at intersections. For 
this reason, the INTERSAFE-2 project aimed to develop and 
demonstrate new systems, algorithms and technologies able to 
significantly reduce injury and fatal accidents at intersections. 
The analysis of the user needs for Intersection Safety 
Assistance Systems identified the following driving assistance 
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functions: left turn assistance, intersection crossing assistance, 
right turn assistance, right of way and stop line assistance. A 
key requirement of such systems is the accurate global 
localization of the ego-vehicle. The Global Navigation 
Satellite Systems (GNSS) equipments have the following cost-
accuracy ratio disadvantage: the standard GNSS receivers that 
come at accessible costs provide low accuracy, in the order of 
meters, while the high precision GNSS equipments that 
provide centimeter level accuracy have a high associated cost. 
Therefore, neither one is a viable solution for any driver 
assistance systems dedicated to intersection safety. As a result, 
software solutions for sub-meter localization are being 
investigated. 

In this paper we will present an original approach for 
improving the ego-vehicle’s global localization given by a 
standard GPS, by using a visual perception system together 
with a more detailed digital map. The proposed method relies 
on discriminative visual landmarks (lane markings, curbs, 
painted traffic signs, stop-lines), and on their corresponding 
accurate positions in the extended digital map. The visual 
system used in this approach uses stereovision [1] to sense the 
environment in front of the vehicle, and has a large horizontal 
field of view. A priori information about the environment is 
stored in an extended digital map (EDM) that contains detailed 
information about the road’s topology, geometry and 
geography, necessary for the correspondence with the visual 
data. The localization process itself is a two step approach: 
first, the ego-vehicle driving lane is identified by matching the 
visual information with the map information, in a probabilistic 
framework in the form of a Bayesian network (BN). Next, the 
accurate coordinates of the ego-vehicle are obtained by 
aligning the corresponding landmarks from the visual system 
and from the extended digital map.  

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 
presents a literature review regarding localization and increase 
use of digital maps for this task, Section 3 is an introduction to 
BNs, Section 4 is an overview of the proposed solution, 
Section 5 introduces the proposed extended digital map, 
Section 6 presents the novel lane delimiter classification 
method, Section 7 illustrates the proposed accurate global 
localization method. Section 8 is dedicated to the experimental 
results, and Section 9 concludes the paper.  
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II.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

The latest approaches for an improved global localization of 
the ego-vehicle use the idea of combining information from 
various input systems: GNSS, vehicle sensors, on-board 
perception systems, digital maps, infrastructure monitoring 
systems and cooperative systems. The GNSS is still the core 
technology for global localization, but additional systems are 
required to combat its shortcomings: positioning errors, loss of 
signal, etc. In [2] a Kalman filter is used to integrate vehicle 
sensors information with DGPS information for localization. 
In [3] also, vehicle sensors are integrated with GPS  (low-cost) 
in an Interacting Multiple Mode filter for localization. The 
success of the method results from the proposed IMM filter 
that adapts the vehicle model to different driving conditions.  
In [4], the authors propose to combine data from GPS, vehicle 
sensors, vision sensors and a very precise digital map 
(NavTech) in an a particle filter, for estimating the localization 
parameters. The same input data (visually detected landmarks, 
map data and vehicle odometry) are used in [5] for 
localization. A more complex approach is presented in [6], 
where a previously built detailed digital map is used for 
correlation with on the spot LIDAR measurements. The map is 
built using state-of-the-art equipment (INS, SICK laser range 
finders, GPS). Also in [7] the visual information is used 
together with GIS information for improving localization. A 
comprehensive survey about vehicle positioning and 
navigation can be found in [8]. A number of visual localization 
methods based on the correspondence between the real world 
objects and their image projections are available in the 
literature. In [9] the authors propose a method for determining 
the camera orientation by making the correspondence between 
3D objects world coordinates with 2D objects image 
coordinates. The method considers the simultaneous 
correspondence between multiple geometric features (points, 
lines and ellipse-circle); the resulted redundancy improves the 
results. In [10] a method through which the 3D shape and 
orientation of objects are recovered from 2D images is 
presented. In [11] the authors tackled the problem of video 
assisted global positioning of an airborne camera using aerial 
images of known landmarks (known as the perspective-n-point 
problem). A minimum of three collinear landmarks is required. 
Having the position of the camera and a minimum of three 
known landmarks in at least two image frames, the position of 
a ground object can be computed. Hardware solutions are 
proposed for both camera and object localization tasks.  

The necessity of a detailed digital map has been widely 
recognized and research has been initiated by map builders 
(TeleAtlas, NavTeq), and other projects (DARPA, 
SAFESPOT, INTERSAFE2) in the direction of providing 
advanced digital map solutions for Driving Assistance Systems 
(DAS). Some of the researched solutions are: the Route 
Network Definition File (RNDF) [12], the Road Graph [13], 
the Local Dynamic Map (LDM) [14].   

The idea of lane level positioning has gain more attention 
due to the possible DAS that could benefit from it, such as lane 

keeping [15], lane-level navigation [16], lane maneuver 
recommendation [17], hazard warning for a given trajectory, 
as well as services such as intelligent speed adaptation and 
lane allocation [18]. Different approaches have been proposed 
in this direction, many of which use high detail, high accuracy 
digital maps. In [19] the authors present a level positioning 
method that fuses the information from a GNSS/EGNOS, a 
gyroscope, an odometer and a proposed Enhanced digital map 
(Emap). In [15] the authors use a high precision GNS/INS 
together with a vision system, and an enhanced digital map for 
lane level localization; the solution is used for a lane keeping 
DAS. In [20] the authors propose a lane-level positioning 
method that uses an off-the-shelf DGPS system and a self-built 
high accuracy digital map. The lane-level position is obtained 
through a proposed Bayesian probabilistic map matching 
algorithm. In [16] an INS is aided by DGPS and vision 
measurements, for localization in challenging environment. A 
priori measured map landmarks are used for improving the 
localization In [21] a low-cost lane positioning solution is 
proposed that used only GPS and inter-vehicle 
communication. 

The main contribution of this paper is a visual based global 
localization method dedicated to intersection scenarios. The 
proposed original approach consists of two steps: first, the lane 
on which the vehicle is driven is identified based on the visual 
and map information; next, when the stop-line is visually 
detected, it is aligned with the corresponding accurately 
positioned stop-line from the digital map. For lane 
identification, an original probabilistic method based on a 
Bayesian network (BN) is proposed.  This choice is motivated 
by the fact that BNs represent a framework for modeling 
human-like reasoning under uncertain measurements, while 
providing a solid mathematical foundation at the same time. 
Compared to our previous work [22], the method proposed in 
this paper for lane identification brings the following 
significant contributions:  
- an original network structure that incorporates information 
about both the static and the dynamic environment (road 
landmarks and other vehicles, respectively);  
- a parameter learning step, which ensures the generality and 
applicability of the method for any road segment, with any 
given number of lanes, provided that the road infrastructure is 
a priori known from the EDM; 
- a temporal filtering mechanism of the frame-by-frame results  
provided by the BN, based on a particle filter, which 
considerably improves the inference over time. 

Another contribution of the paper is the original method for 
lane delimiters classification, the delimiter types being relevant 
cues for lane identification. 

Hence, in this paper an accurate global localization method 
is proposed, based on a stereovision system and an extended 
digital map. Since both technologies have known exponential 
developments over the last years, the proposed method is 
feasible and implementable, from technological and 
economical point of view, in the near future.  
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III.  BAYESIAN NETWORKS OVERVIEW 

BNs [23], [24] are part of the family of probabilistic 
graphical models, combining principles from mathematical and 
engineering domains: probability theory, statistics, and graph 
theory. They have an intuitive graphical representation in the 
form of a directed acyclic graph. Each random variable of the 
problem domain is represented by a node of the graph, each 
node having a set of probable values called states. The nodes 
are connected with edges, indicating the direction of influence. 
The parameters of the network are the probabilities of the 
nodes: prior probabilities for nodes with no parents, and 
conditional probability tables for nodes with parents. The 
importance of the graph is that it encodes the conditional 
independence assumption: each variable is independent of its 
non-descendents, given its parents in the graph. The BN itself 
encodes the joint probability distribution (JPD) over the finite 
set of variables represented as nodes in the graph. Due to the 
conditional independence property provided by the graph, the 
JPD can be decomposed into a product of conditional 
probability distributions over each variable given its parents in 
the graph: 
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The advantage of having the JPD in a factored form is that it 
makes it possible to evaluate all inference queries and the time 
of computation is significantly reduced.  

The goal of a BN is to infer the states of the un-observable 
(immeasurable) variables, given the evidence of the observable 
(measurable) variables; this is achievable in a BN through the 
inference mechanism which propagates the evidence of the 
observable nodes in the entire network and updates the beliefs 
of the other nodes. There are several inference algorithms that 
perform well in complex BNs such as the variable elimination 
algorithm, polytree (Pearl’s algorithm restricted to a graph 
with no cycles), variation message passing, relevance tree and 
others.  

Due to its flexibility and its intuitive graphical 
representation, while providing a solid probability theory, the 
applications of the BN have grown from artificial intelligence 
to computer vision and autonomous mobile robots [25], [26], 
[27], [28], domains which are dealing with uncertainty. In 
[28], the authors propose to use a BN model in order to fuse 
the information from a visual system with the information from 
a database, in order to locate an approaching intersection. This 
idea is further developed by the authors in [29], where they 
propose the use of a similar BN model for data fusion, this 
time in order to detect the driving lane. 

IV.  SOLUTION OVERVIEW 

Fig. 1 illustrates the overview of the proposed approach for 
an accurate global localization; the original contributions of 
this paper are highlighted with gray hashed boxes. The 
technologies employed in this approach are a stereovision 
perception system, a standard GPS receiver, and a proposed 

extended digital map (EDM); they are illustrated in Fig. 1 with 
gray rounded boxes. While the stereovision perception system 
provides real-time information about the surrounding 
environment, the EDM is populated ahead of time and 
provides a priori knowledge about the road’s infrastructure. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Overview of the proposed approach for improved global localization. 

 
The stereovision system’s perception functions provide 

information about the static and dynamic environment. The 
visual information used for localization consists of: lane 
information [30], lane delimiters localization and 
classification, painted arrows localization and classification 
[31], curbs localization [32], stop-line localization [33], as 
well as information about the other vehicles (relative position 
and velocity) [34]. Most of the visual perception functions 
providing these data are the result of previous work of the 
Image Processing and Pattern Recognition Group (IPPRG) at 
the Technical University of Cluj-Napoca. The visual 
perception function responsible for lane delimiters 
classification represents a novelty and a contribution of this 
paper.  

The necessity of high detail digital maps for accurate 
localization has been widely recognized and accepted by the 
ITS community. In this approach we used our proposed EDM 
in order to correlate the visual landmarks with the ones in the 
map, for position estimation. The proposed EDM was build 
based on OpenStreetMap, augmented with additional 
information about the geometry, topology and geography of 
the road’s landmarks. 
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For lane identification and subsequent data alignment, the 
position of the ego-vehicle on the map is required. The road 
segment that the ego-vehicle is located on is determined 
through a map matching method, and the intersection towards 
which the ego-vehicle is heading is determined using the 
vehicle’s orientation. This way the a priori information about 
the road segment that the ego-vehicle is currently on is 
obtained. Since these are straightforward approaches they will 
not be detailed in this paper.  

The goal of this paper is to provide a vision based 
localization method for the intersection scenarios. The original 
two step localization method is also an important contribution 
of the paper.  The steps are: 

(1) lane identification, i.e. determining the lane that the ego-
vehicle is traveling on. This is achieved through a probabilistic 
approach in the form of a Bayesian network, whose frame-by-
frame results are time filtered using a particle filter. The 
structure and the parameters of the network are automatically 
learned based on the map information. 

 (2) data alignment, i.e. determining the accurate global 
position of the ego-vehicle, by aligning the visual landmarks 
(stop-line bordered by lateral delimiters) with the 
corresponding accurately positioned map landmarks. The 
detection and 3D localization of the stop-line used for 
alignment is presented in the earlier work of the authors [33].  

V. THE PROPOSED EXTENDED DIGITAL MAP  

In this approach we present a viable solution for extending 
an existing digital map, with detailed lane level information, 
such as the one available in the RDNF format. As starting 
point, the OpenStreetMap (www.openstreetmap.org) 
navigation map is used. This map was chosen because it is a 
free editable map of the world that allows viewing, editing and 
using the geographical data. The proposed EDM uses the 
database structure provided by the OpenStreetMap as the basic 
layer. On top of it, a second layer was constructed that 
supports all the new extra features that provide lane level 
detail information. A utility tool was build for the management 
of the EDM data. Hence, we have extended the road level 
detail of the digital map to a lane level detail. Each lane 
entering the intersection has the following features: the lane 
width, the type of lane delimiters, the type of painted arrows, 
and the lane axis (a list of ordered nodes, placed at the center 
of each lane). The lane axis is the centerline of a lane, and has 
one of the end points on the painted stop-line, and the other 
one at a distance of 30 m (the green lines in Fig. 2); the 
coordinates of these points are in world geodetic system 
(Latitude Longitude Height - WGS84). Fig. 2 illustrates one of 
the study case intersections used in this approach; a 
perspective view of initial map data together with the new 
features introduced in the proposed EDM. The EDM is a 
solution on how to improve a standard digital map used for 
navigation with extra features containing information about the 
road’s topology, geometry and geography. The advantage of 
this proposal is that it brings the familiar structure of RNDF, to 

a commercial, free digital map application used for vehicle 
navigation, i.e. the OpenStreetMap. 

 

VI.  LANE DELIMITERS CLASSIFICATION 

This section presents a robust lane boundary classification 
technique, which relies on the frequency analysis of the 
intensity profile of the lane limits. Frequency based boundary 
classification solutions are presented in [35] and [36]. Our 
solution is also related to the one presented in [37], the 
similarity being the use of equally spaced scan lines projected 
in the image space, but the difference is in the processing of 
the resulted data – the solution of  [37] encodes the presence 
of markings on neighboring scan lines as codes, sequence of 
codes forming regular expressions which are then analyzed in 
a parser-like fashion. 

A. Feature extraction 

The lane border classification process starts with the 
extraction of basic features from the gray level perspective 
image. The lane geometry is already estimated by a particle 
filter-based lane tracker [30].  

What we are interested in are the grayscale values along the 
lane delimiter, and their relationship with the grayscale value 
of the asphalt in the same region. For this reason, we will 
generate, in the 3D space, a set of equally spaced lines, 
covering a distance of 20 meters (starting from the minimum 
reliably visible distance). The distance between these lines is 
20 cm. Thus, we will cover a length of 20 meters of lane with 
100 equally spaced lines. The following pseudocode (Fig. 3) 
describes the process: 
MarkingRegionLeft(1..100) = 0 
MarkingRegionRight(1..100) = 0 
ReferenceRegionLeft(1..100) = 0 
ReferenceRegionRight(1..100) = 0 
For i=1 to 100 do 

Zi = Z0 + i* 20 cm 
(XL, YL, XR, YR) = GetLaneGeometry(Z) 
For k = 0 to 10 
MarkingRegionLeft(i) += Img(Projection(XL-k*2 cm, YL, Z) 
MarkingRegionRight(i) += Img(Projection(XR+k*2 cm, YL, Z) 
ReferenceRegionLeft(i) += Img(Projection(XL+k*5 cm, YL, Z) 
 ReferenceRegionRight(i) += Img(Projection(XR-k*5 cm, YL, Z) 
End For 

End For 
MarkingRegionLeft(1..100) /= 100 
MarkingRegionRight(1..100) /=100 
ReferenceRegionLeft(1..100) / = 100 
ReferenceRegionRight(1..100) /= 100 

Fig. 3 Pseudo-code for basic feature extraction from the gray image. 

 
Fig. 2 Example of study case intersection: extra features introduced in 
the proposed digital map, necessary for global localization. 
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On each line, we will generate, for each lane boundary (left 
and right), two search regions (segments): one which will most 
likely cover the painted markings, and the other that will most 
likely cover the asphalt inside the lane. On each segment, we 
will select a number of 10 equally spaced points – the points 
for the marking region will be spaced 2 cm apart, and the 
points for the asphalt region will be spaced 5 cm apart. These 
points are then projected in the image space, using the 
perspective transformations derived from the camera 
parameters. The resulted image space points are seen in Fig. 
4– white points for the marking search region, and black for 
the asphalt reference region. 

 
The grayscale values of each point generated in this way are 

averaged for each segment of each lane boundary. Thus, for 
each side we have, for each line (corresponding to a distance), 
two average values: the average value of the marking area, and 
the average value of the asphalt reference area. Then, for each 
distance and for each marking we compare the two averages. If 
the marking area average is higher than the asphalt area 
average (by a low, fixed threshold), we set a ‘1’ in a binary 
signal, and otherwise we set a zero. Fig. 5 describes the 
process. 

 
The binary signal encoding the relation between the average 

grayscale values of the markings and the asphalt is the primary 
feature of our boundary classification algorithm. This 
encoding can be seen as a particular case of Local Binary 
Pattern, a popular encoding used for pattern classification [38]. 

B. Temporal integration and filtering 

The binary signal describes the nature of the boundary, as 
the alternation pattern between the 0’s and the 1’s is 

characteristic for the boundary type. However, a signal 
extracted in a single frame can be affected by some problems, 
such as transient errors (due to small errors in lane model 
fitting at the distance, or cars passing on the lane border), or 
errors due to a limited field of view (especially in the case of 
interrupted lane markings, the nature of the marking may not 
be well described by what we see in a single frame). For this 
reason, we use a temporal integration of the single frame 
results. The speed of the host vehicle and the time interval 
between the frames is used to compute an offset, which will be 
used to shift the binary signal of the previous frame, so that it 
becomes aligned to the binary signal extracted in the current 
frame. The results of the current frame will be averaged with 
the results of the past frames. Also, we will expand the 
distance interval for our time integrated signal, such that it will 
cover a total distance of 30 meters (20 in the visible range, and 
10 meters behind the visible range). This way, we obtain a 
longer (150 discrete values) and more stable signal, which will 
better describe the marking type.  

A final step is an additional smoothing of the time integrated 
signal, using a Gaussian kernel (Fig. 6). 

 

C. Lane boundary classification 

In order to classify the marking type, we will extract several 
features from the filtered binary signal. The most obvious 
feature is the number of 1’s in the signal. As the signal is now 
continuous due to filtering, we will count as ones the signal 
values that exceed the value 0.5. Thus, we have our first 
feature for classification, which we will call OneCount. 

Next, we have to analyze the shape of the signal. As the 
signal is periodic, we have to use a frequency-based analysis. 
Instead of Fourier transforms, as used in [35], we will use a 
simpler approach, which compares the signal with itself at 
different time intervals. For each candidate period t we will 
build a sum of the absolute differences of the signal values 
spaced by t. Equation (2) will be applied for t from 0 to 100. In 
this equation, B is the filtered signal, and N is the total number 
of values B. 

0

N t
P( t ) B( k ) B( k t )

k

−
= − +

=
∑           (2) 

The function P (we will call it a Period Histogram) will 
peak for those values of t that correspond to the spacing 
between the middle of the dark intervals and the middle of the 
white intervals of B. Thus, the first peak corresponds to the 
half period of the signal B, the second peak to 1.5 periods of 
signal B, and so on. 

The next step is to find local maxima in the period 
histogram. For classification purposes, we will retain the 
smallest two values of t corresponding to distinct (not 
“touching”) local maxima of P. Let us denote these values by 

(a) 

(b) 
Fig. 6  Time integrated binary signal for the left boundary (a), and the 
result of Gaussian filtering of this signal (b). 

(a) 

(b) 
Fig. 5  Processing the search areas, for the left (a) and right (b) lane 
boundaries. Top row: average intensity on each marking search line; 
middle row: average intensity on each asphalt reference search line; 
bottom row: whether the marking intensity is higher than the 
reference intensity (plus a threshold) for each line. The arrow shows 
the driving direction. 

(a) 

(b) 
Fig. 4 Original grayscale image (top), and the search areas for the 
markings (white dots) and for the asphalt reference (black dots) 
grayscale values. The position of the search areas is given by a lane 
tracking result. 
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tfirst and tsecond. The value of tfirst describes half the period of the 
signal B, and the value of tsecond is used for validation: in a 
periodic signal, tsecond = 3tfirst. 

Thus, for the classification of the signal B we have three 
features, which we will summarize here: 

- The number of ‘ones’ in the filtered signal, OneCount. 
- The half-period of the signal, HalfPeriod = tfirst. 
- The peak position ratio, PeakRatio = tsecond/tfirst. 
These simple numerical features are enough to define the 

nature of the lane boundary: OneCount should be high for a 
continuous line boundary, PeakRatio should be 3 for a 
periodic signal such as an interrupted line or a merge line 
(dense interrupted) line, and the HalfPeriod should have 
definite values for the interrupted or merge lines. The exact 
rules for delimiter classification are extracted using the 
decision tree learning system from Weka [39].  Fig. 7 and Fig. 
8 show several delimiter examples and the signal analysis for 
each of them. 

 

 

 

D. Detection of double lines 

Once the borders are classified based on their longitudinal 
pattern, we will analyze their lateral shape to detect the double 
lines. For this, we will generate search regions again, but this 
time they will be wider, so that double markings can be 
covered by them. We are interested only in the search lines 
that correspond to marking lines in the original non-filtered 
binary signal (we expect to have doubles only where markings 
were previously located in the narrower search region). For 
these region lines, we classify the pixels as markings versus 

non-markings, based on their intensity: if the intensity of one 
pixel is closer to that of an already classified marking (see 
section A), it is labeled as marking, and if the intensity is 
closer to that of the reference area, it is labeled as non-
marking. The next step is to count the transitions between 
marking and non-marking pixel sequences for each line of the 
search regions, as seen in Fig. 9. A normal delimiter should 
have two transitions, while a double one should have four. We 
will average, for each lane side (left and right) the number of 
transitions, and if the transition average is higher than 3 we 
declare the delimiter to be double. 

 

VII.  ACCURATE EGO-VEHICLE GLOBAL LOCALIZATION  

Fig. 10 illustrates the basic flow of the proposed method for 
accurate global localization: using the GPS receiver, the global 
position and the heading of the vehicle is obtained; this 
information is used to detect on which road segment the ego-
vehicle is positioned (map matching) and the intersection the 
ego-vehicle is approaching.  

 

 
         Fig. 10 Algorithm for accurate ego-vehicle localization. 

 

  
(a)                                               (b) 

Fig. 9 Detection of double lines: (a) Search regions for counting 
marking/non marking transitions, (b) Transitions on a search line. 

(a) 

   
   

(b)            (c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 8 Signal analysis: merge boundaries on both sides, inside an 
intersection. (a) Original grayscale image, (b) filtered binary signal B, 
(c) period histogram P, (d) first and second local maxima of P. 

(a) 

   
   

(b)            (c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 7 Signal analysis: left border is interrupted and right border is 
continuous. (a) Original grayscale image, (b) filtered binary signal B, 
(c) period histogram P, (d) first and second local maxima of P. 
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When the ego-vehicle is considerably close to the intersection 
(up to 50 m), the necessary information about the road 
segment on which the ego-vehicle is driven on is extracted 
from the EDM. This detailed map information is used together 
with visual evidence in the following algorithms: (1) lane 
identification – uses the lateral landmarks, and (2) data 
alignment (when the stop-line is visually detected) – uses the 
longitudinal landmark (stop-line) bordered by the lane lateral 
landmarks. The result is the accurate global localization of the 
ego-vehicle. These two steps are repeated as long as the ego-
vehicle is on the same road segment. This condition is 
evaluated by map matching either the global position obtained 
through data alignment, if the stop-line has been visually 
detected, or the latest GPS reading, otherwise. If the map 
matching returns the same road segment the localization 
process continues, if not, the GPS reading continues until the 
ego-vehicle is approaching another intersection. 

A. Lane Identification through a Bayesian Network  

A key element in the localization process is lane 
identification. In this paper a novel approach is proposed in 
the form of a Bayesian network for inferring the ego-lane, by 
combining the information about the static environment 
provided by the visual perception system with the 
corresponding information in the proposed EDM. The lateral 
landmarks are used in identifying the ego-lane: the type of 
lateral lane delimiters (double, single, interrupted, merge), 
determined by the previously presented visual perception 
function. When available, the type of painted arrows if also 
used (the detailed presentation of the visual perception 
function dedicated to this task can be found in [31]).  

A general remark regarding the usefulness of the 
information provided by the other vehicles is the following: in 
the case in which there are more than 3 lanes per driving 
direction, the type of lateral lane delimiters is no longer 
discriminatory information, and it becomes difficult to 
correctly and uniquely identify the lane. In such cases the 
relative position and travelling direction of the detected 
vehicles can provide useful information in discriminating 
between the lanes with equal probability.  

Therefore, using each detected vehicle’s relative velocity 
and relative lateral position, the following features are 
extracted: 
- vehicle’s travelling direction, which can be either the same 
or the opposite direction with respect to the ego-vehicle 
(Outgoing or Oncoming, respectively); 
-  vehicle’s lateral position, which can be on a left or right 
lane with respect to the ego-lane (Left or Right, respectively). 

Based on these two features the vehicles detected by the 
stereovision perception system are classified into the following 
three classes: LeftOutgoing (vehicle that is driving in the same 
direction, on a left neighbor lane), RightOutgoing (vehicle that 
is driving in the same direction, on a right neighbor lane), 
LeftOncoming (vehicle that is driving in the opposite 
direction, on a left neighbor lane). Considering the right-side 
travelling convention, there are no right oncoming vehicles. 
The vehicles that are driving perpendicular to the ego-vehicles 

driving direction are not taken into consideration. These 
visually detected vehicles provide important information about 
the lane on which the vehicle is travelling. For example, a 
vehicle that is travelling in the same direction as the ego-
vehicle, on a left neighboring lane is an indicator that the 
vehicle is not on the leftmost lane. Furthermore, depending on 
the relative lateral distance between the ego-vehicle and the 
detected vehicle, the ego-vehicle must be on one of the 
remaining lanes. For instance, consider the case in which the 
ego-vehicle is driving on a road segment with 4 lanes per 
driving direction, which are L1, L2, L3 and L4 from left to right. 
If the stereovision perception system detects a vehicle 
travelling on a left neighbor lane, at a lateral distance 
approximately equal to the lane’s width, then the ego-vehicle 
cannot be on the leftmost lane (L1), and the remaining 3 lanes 
(L2, L3, L4) receive as evidence an equal distributed 
probability. This is the evidence that the stereovision 
perception system brings to the proposed network, for the 
nodes encoding the information related to other vehicles. 

The BN used for inference is described in the following 
section, which will detail the structure of the network, the 
parameter learning process, and the inference mechanism. The 
disadvantage of reasoning using a static BN is that it provides 
frame-by-frame results, without considering the evolution of 
the modeled event in time. In order to overcome this 
shortcoming, a time filtering of the frame-by-frame results is 
introduced in the form of a particle filter, which is also 
described.  

1) BN Structure 

The construction is one of the most challenging and time 
consuming aspect regarding BNs; it implies constructing the 
directed acyclic graph: the nodes, the edges (the relationship 
between the nodes) and estimating the parameters (the a priori 
probabilities and the conditional probability tables). In this 
case the structure of the proposed network follows a 
predefined template, illustrated in Fig. 11. Depending on the 
map information and on the visual information about the other 
vehicles, some nodes may be or may be not added to the 
network. For example, if there are no vehicles detected, then 
the nodes encoding this information are not part to the 
network. The proposed network contains the following nodes: 

(1) the nodes that encode the information about the static 
environment (lateral landmarks): LeftDelimiterType (LDT), 
RightDelimiterType (RDT) and PaintedArrowsType (PAT). 
The set of states for these nodes is defined by the type of left 
delimiters, of right delimiters, and of painted arrows, 
respectively, of all the lanes of the road segment on which the 
vehicle is driving on. Examples of states for the LDT and RDT 
are: double, single, interrupted, curb; and for PAT: forward, 
left, right, forward-left, forward-right. This information is 
provided by the EDM. These are observable nodes and the 
evidence is provided by the stereovision perception system. 

(2) the nodes that encode the information about the dynamic 
environment (other vehicles). The purpose of such a node is to 
identify the ego-vehicle driving lane based on the position and 
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orientation of the corresponding detected vehicle. The set of 
states for these nodes is: L1, L2,...,Ln, where n is the number of 
lanes per driving direction, the numbering starts from the 
leftmost lane in the driving direction, to the rightmost one. 
These are also observable nodes.  

(3) the final node is the hidden node: Ego-Lane; its states 
represent the possible lanes L1, L2,…,Ln This is an un-
observable node, whose belief is computed through inference. 
The belief of this node is the answer to the question: “on which 
lane is the ego-vehicle travelling?” 

(4) the a set of intermediate nodes (Ik, k=1,..,3); they have 
the same states as the Ego-Lane node (L1,L2,…,Ln) and have 
been introduced for the following reasons: they simplify the 
process of parameter learning and they act as “parent 
divorcing” reducing the size of the Ego-Lane node’s 
conditional probability table.  

 

2) BN Parameter learning 

Given the structure of the network, its parameters must be 
learned. The parameters are estimated using the a priori map 
information about the road segment in question as training 
data. According to BN theory, if the training data set is 
complete, which is our case, the usual criterion used for 
parameter estimation is Maximum Likelihood Estimation 
(MLE). MLE is based on computing the probabilities that best 
match the traning data set. Hence, MLE method is based on 
finding θ*  that maximizes the likelihood of P(D|θ), where D is 
the training data set, and θ is the probability that the variable 
in question has a certain value. According to [40], for the case 
of discrete variables: 

θ = =
∑

i i

i
i

m # cases when m discrete value appeares
*

tota

. . . . .

.l # casesm
(3) 

Translating this to Bayesian networks, the prior probability 

of each state i of leaf node X, ( )i P X iθ = =  is equal to: 

θ == =
∑

* i
i

i
i

m # cases when X i

total # casesm

.. ..
                    (4) 

For child nodes, the conditional probabilities must be 
estimated, i.e. the probability for each state i of the child node, 
for each configuration k of its parent’s node states, 

( )( )ik P X i | pa X kθ = = =  must be computed. Using MLE, 

each parameter is computed using the equation: 

θ = == =
=∑

* ik
ik

ik
i

m # cases ( X i and parent( X ) k )

# cases ( parent( X

. . .

. ) k )m
  (5) 

Hence, the parameters of the network in Fig. 11 are 
estimated using equations (4) and (5). For example, for a 
training data set of the form illustrated in Table 1, the prior 
probabilities for PaintedArrowType node will be P(left, 
forward) = {0.34, 0.66} and the conditional probability table 
of node I2 will be the one illustrated in Table 2.  
  
TABLE 1 EXAMPLE OF TRAINING     

DATA SET        TABLE 2 CPT FOR I2 NODE 
 PaintedArrow

Type 
I2   PaintedArrow

Type 
I2 

S
ta

te
s left L1   L1 L2 L3 

forward L2  left 1 0 0 
forward L3  forward 0 0.5 0.5 

 
One of the most important advantages of the proposed 

method is the fact that the construction of the network is made 
automatically and generically. For each road segment that the 
vehicle is driven on, a corresponding BN is automatically 
constructed, in accordance with the map information.  

3) BN Inference 

While the information provided by the EDM is used for 
parameter estimation, the corresponding visual information 
provides the evidence for the leaf nodes on this network. In a 
BN, the reasoning is done through an inference mechanism, 
which propagates the evidence of the observable nodes in the 
entire network and updates the posterior probabilities of the 
other nodes. Thus, the belief of the Ego-Lane node is obtained: 

( , ,..., ) { , ,..., }1 2 n 1 2 nP L L L w w w=     (6)       

There are several inference algorithms that perform well in 
complex BNs; the one used in this approach is Pearl’s 
algorithm [41]. A detailed example of how the BN infers the 
belief of the Ego-Lane node based on the map a priori data and 
on the visual evidence is presented in Section 8.  

4) Temporal Filtering of the BN results 

The position of the ego-vehicle on the lane is a time 
evolving continuous process and for this reason tracking can 
significantly improve the final results. Therefore, the Ego-
Lane node’s beliefs are tracked over time using a 
CONDENSATION type of particle filter [42]. The discrete 
posterior probability distribution over the lane hypotheses 
(equation (6)) is passed on as measurement to the particle 
filter. The varying probability of the vehicle being located on 
each of the n lanes is encoded in a population of N = 100 
particles, each particle having a value l i=L1,…,Ln (each particle 
is a hypothesis that the vehicle is located on lane l i), and a 
weight πi. For each frame, the particle filter executes the 
following steps:  
- Re-sampling: from the past population of N weighted 
particles, we perform random extraction of a new set of N 
particles. The chance of a particle being selected for the new 

 
Fig. 11 The Bayesian Network proposed for the identification. 
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set is proportional to its weight. 
- Diffusion: the lane value i of each particle is changed 
randomly. Most of the values will remain the same, but a small 
percentage of these values are changed randomly to 
neighboring positions, so that the tracking system can cope 
with changes in the world being tracked. Each particle will get 
a chance of r to alter its lane hypothesis to its left neighboring 
lane, a change of r to alter its hypothesis to its right 
neighboring lane, and a chance of 1-2r to keep its hypothesis 
unchanged. The parameter r is in the range of 0.025 to 0.1, a 
smaller value leading to a behavior when the filter is 
aggressively pursuing the best hypothesis, under the penalty of 
disregarding other possibilities. 
- Measurement, or re-weighting: the instantaneous belief 
values of the current frame are assigned as weights to the 
particles. Each particle having the lane value l i = Lk receives as 
weight the instantaneous belief of the lane Lk, i.e. πi= wk.  After 
all the particles receive their assigned weights, the weights are 
normalized. The probability that a vehicle is located on the 
lane Lk becomes a simple summation of the weights of the 
particles having the same hypothesis.  

.

( ) .
=

= π∑k k
particle l L

P L particle

i k

    (7) 

The ego-lane is the lane L*  having the highest tracked 
probability P(Lk), as in equation (8): 

{1,..., }
* arg max ( )k

k n
L P L

∈
=         (8) 

The proposed temporal filtering considerably improves the 
performance of the lane identification, as it is illustrated in the 
section dedicated to experimental results.  

B. Data Alignment Algorithm 

The proposed data alignment algorithm consists of properly 
aligning the reference visual road landmarks (stop-line 
bordered by the lane’s lateral delimiter) with the 
corresponding accurately positioned map road landmarks (map 
stop-line segment corresponding to the identified lane). The 
visual landmarks are represented in the vehicle coordinate 
system, while the map landmarks are represented in a global 
coordinate system. The vehicle coordinate system is a 
Cartesian coordinate system, having as origin the middle of the 
ego-vehicle’s front bumper, called the ego-vehicle’s origin. 
The global coordinate system in which the map landmarks are 
accurately measured is the geographic coordinate system 
Latitude Longitude Height (LLH), a non-Cartesian coordinate 
system. In order to superimpose the visual landmarks over the 
map landmarks, the first requirement is to bring them into the 
same coordinate system, which will be East North Up (ENU) 

Cartesian coordinate system, generally used in targeting and 
tracking applications [43]. The origin of the new coordinate 
system (ENU) is the ego-vehicle’s origin. Fig. 12 (a) illustrates 
the initial configuration of the road landmarks from the two 
coordinate systems, vehicle and global, brought into the same 
coordinate system ENU. The steps of the proposed data 
alignment algorithm are:  

(1) A rotation: the visual stop-line (S2) is rotated around the 
ego-vehicle’s origin with θ until it becomes parallel to the map 
stop-line (S1) parallel (Fig. 12 (b)). The rotation angle θ is the 
angle between the visual stop-line and the map stop-line (Fig. 
12 (a)).  

(2) A longitudinal translation, through which the rotated 
visual stop-line (S2r) is superimposed over the map stop-line 
(S1) (Fig. 12 (b)). The same translation is applied to the ego-
vehicle’s origin. The translation vector is computed as the 
distance between the rotated visual stop-line (S2r) and the map 
stop-line (S1).  

(3) A lateral translation, through which the visual stop-line 
(S2t) is superimposed over the segment of map stop-line (S1) 
that corresponds to the identified lane (Fig. 12 (c)). The 
translation vector is computed using the visual stop-line (S2t) 
and the segment of map stop-line that corresponds to the 
identified lane. The same translation is also applied to the ego-
vehicle’s coordinates.  

(4) In the case in which the map stop-line is not 
perpendicular on the road axis, a final rotation is required to 
properly overlap the stop-lines from the two representations.  

Finally, the resulted ego-vehicle coordinates are transformed 
back from the local ENU coordinate system to the LLH global 
coordinate system, thus obtaining the new, accurate ego-
vehicle global coordinates.  

C. Enhanced Environment Representation 

Through this method, the accurate global localization of the 
vehicle with respect to the approaching intersection is 
obtained. Once this is achieved, the environment visual 
representation can be extended with the intersection 
representation information from the EDM thus obtaining a 
more complex and complete picture about the intersection, 
useful for any safety and navigation oriented DAS. Fig. 13 (a) 
illustrates the visual perceived environment and, Fig. 13 (b) 
and illustrates the extended environment representation 
obtained by adding the intersection elements from the EDM: 
road segments joint to the intersection, the number of lanes for 
each road segment, the lane-links indicating future possible 
travelling directions and the trajectories through the 
intersection. 
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Fig. 12 (a) Initial configuration of the elements of the visual and EDM representations in the same coordinate system; green segment represents the middle of 
each lane (the point on the stop-line is the middle of the corresponding stop-line segment); the black points are the ends of the stop-line segments corresponding 
to each lane; the red segment is visual stop-line bordered by the lateral delimiters (b) Rotation, followed by Longitudinal Alignment (c) Lateral Alignment. 

 
(a)   (b) 

Fig. 13 (a)  Visual perception outcomes  (b) The accurate global localization of the ego-vehicle prior to the intersection enables the fusion of the visual 
perception  with EDM detailed information about the road infrastructure (road segments joint to the intersection, lane-links that indicate future possible 
directions)  resulting in an extended environment representation. 

 

VIII.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Evaluation of the Lane Delimiters Classification Method 

The lane boundary classification system was tested using a 
sequence of 9830 frames, which records a drive of 8 km 
through the city of Cluj-Napoca, Romania. We have tested the 
classification results for the left lane boundary, against ground 
truth generated by manual labeling of intervals in the frame 
sequence. The reason the left boundary was chosen for 
performance evaluation is that throughout the sequence this 
lane side passes through all the classes we are looking for: 
interrupted line, continuous line, merge line, no line, double 
continuous line and double merge line. Some of the classes are 
forbidden for the right lane side, at least while we obey the 
traffic laws. 

The quality of the markings in the test sequence ranged from 

excellent to poor, and sometimes cars or pedestrians were 
occluding the view. The boundary classification system was 
correct in 7969 cases, which means 81% of all frames.  

Table 3 describes the results for each lane boundary class. 
Some classes are better represented in the sequence, while 
others, such as the double merge class, are rarer. The table 
shows for each class the true positive (TP) rate (the ratio 
between the number of correctly detected instances of a class 
and the total number of instances of that class), and the false 
positive (FP) rate (the ratio between the number of incorrectly 
detected instances of a class versus the number of frames that 
class was not actually present). It can be noticed that while the 
true positive rate is not extremely high, due to the conditions 
of the markings and some other causes of occlusion, the false 
positive rate is quite low, which makes the system a robust 
solution for boundary classification. 
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TABLE 3 LANE DELIMITER CLASSIFICATION RESULTS 
Border class Instances TP rate FP rate 
No marking 3958 0.780 0.080 
Continuous 1049 0.896 0.079 
Interrupted 2413 0.804 0.052 

Merge 144 0.792 0.014 
Double continuous 2207 0.840 0.006 

Double merge 59 0.831 0.002 

 
The ROC curve for the Weka-generated decision tree lane 

marking classifier is shown in Fig. 14. The curve, close to 
ideal, shows accurate classification behavior. 

The data set, containing the images, the 3D and 2D 
coordinates of the points in the search regions described in this 
paper, the manually labeled class of the left delimiter, 
timestamps and speed of the vehicle required for temporal 
filtering of the intensity signal of the markings, the projection 
matrix of the camera, is available at 
http://users.utcluj.ro/~rdanescu/itsdata.rar  as a single archive 
file. In this file you will find a readme.txt document describing 
the format of the data, and a Matlab script as an example of 
how these files should be read. 
 

 
Fig. 14 ROC curve of the decision tree lane marking classifier. Horizontal 
axis shows the false positive ratio, while the vertical axis shows the true 
positive ratio. 

 

B. Evaluation of the Lane Identification Method 

The proposed solution for improving the global localization 
was tested in real urban traffic scenario under normal traffic 
conditions in the downtown of Cluj-Napoca, Romania. For 
testing purposes, more than 30 intersections in Cluj-Napoca, 
Romania, have been modeled and measured; their detailed 
information have been manually introduced in the proposed 
EDM. This information is used online as input data by both the 
lane identification and data alignment modules. The modeling 
of the intersections was performed using satellite images and 
high precision measurements using GNSS equipment of high 
accuracy (Leica 1200 Series System).  

The following example shows how the BN works when 
different pieces of evidence are added to the nodes in the 
network is presented. Consider the case in which the ego-
vehicle is approaching the intersection on a road segment with 
the landmarks’ configuration illustrated in Fig. 15. This 

represents the configuration of one road segment, from one of 
the considered study case intersections. This information about 
the structure of the road is available to the ego-vehicle from 
the proposed EDM, and is used in the automatic BN 
construction.  

The belief of the Ego-Lane node fluctuates according to the 
evidence brought by the visual perception system. Two study 
cases are presented Fig. 16 and Fig. 17. What we intend to 
show is the following two aspects: how the belief of the correct 
state increases while the visual evidence is consistent (Fig. 16 
(c)), and how the belief is more uniformly distributed among 
the states of the Ego-Lane node, when the visual evidence is 
inconsistent (Fig. 17 (c)). In Fig. 16 the hard evidence are the 
following: LDT = double, RDT = interrupted; RightOutgoing 
= L1, (due to the vehicle detected on the rightmost lane) and 
LeftIncoming = L1. In Fig. 17 the evidence for the type of lane 
delimiters is hard evidence (LDT = double, and RDT = 
interrupted. The other detected vehicles bring soft evidence: 
RightOutgoing = L1,L2, i.e. P(OV1) = {0.5, 0.5, 0.0} and 
LeftOutgoing = L2,L3 i.e. P(OV2) = {0.0, 0.5, 0.5}.  

 

 
Fig. 15 Lane level detailed information from the EDM 

  
(a)  (a) 

  
(b)  (b) 

  
(c)  (c) 

Fig. 16 Visual Evidence  
(a) LDT= double, RDT= interrupted,  
RightOutgoing= L1  

(b)  LeftIncoming = L1  
(c) Belief of the Ego-Lane node 
when hard visual evidence sustain 
the correct hypothesis L1  

 

 Fig. 17  Visual Evidence  
(a) LDT= interrupted, RDT = 
Interrupted, RightOutgoing = 
(L1,L2), LeftOutgoing = (L2,L3)  
(b) PAT =forward  
(c) Belief of the Ego-Lane node 
when soft visual evidence sustain 
both L1 and L2 hypotheses, the 
correct one being L2 
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Finally, the painted arrow type detected brings a significant 
contribution to the lane identification, since this feature 
discriminates among the lanes, as it can be seen in Fig. 15. 
Hence, the hard evidence PAT = forward makes the 
probability distribution over the set of state considerably 
sharper P(L1, L2, L3) = {0.19, 0.62, 0.19} (Fig. 17 (c)).The 
final remark is that in both cases, by cumulating the hard and 
soft evidence, the ego-lane is correctly identified: leftmost lane 
(L1) in the first case and the middle lane (L1) in the second 
case. 

The qualitative evaluation of the lane identification 
algorithms was performed by the assessment of the number of 
correct and unique lane identifications, correct but multiple 
lane identifications and incorrect lane identifications reported 
by the algorithm. Correct and unique lane identification 
means that the algorithm correctly and uniquely identifies the 
lane that the vehicle is travelling on. Correct but multiple lane 
identification means that several of the lanes of the road 
segment have an equal posterior probability in the BN, hence 
the exact ego-lane cannot be distinguished; the actual lane is 
among these lanes. This happens most often in the case when 
there are more than three lanes per way, and the lateral 
landmarks are the same for several lanes. Finally, incorrect 
lane identification means that the algorithm has identified 
another lane than the actual lane as the ego-lane. This behavior 
is caused by occasional erroneous results of the stereovision 
sensor. Real urban traffic scenarios were used for this test, 
among which road segments with 3 to 6 lanes per driving 
direction where encountered. The scenarios sum a total 
number of 10155 image frames. The results of the proposed 
lane identification method are presents in Table 4; both the 
results of static BN approach, as well as the improvements 
brought by adding the particle filter are illustrated.  

TABLE 4 LANE IDENTIFICATION RESULTS 

Lane Identification Static BN 
[%] 

Adding the particle filter 
[%] 

Correct and unique lane 
identification 

79.1 91.1 

Correct but multiple lane 
identification 

15.3 5.4 

Incorrect lane identification 5.6 3.5 

C. Evaluation of the Data Alignment Algorithm 

The test case scenario consists of the ego-vehicle driving 
through the study case intersections, on one of the adjacent 
road segments whose detailed information have previously 
been modeled and entered in the EDM. The initial ego-vehicle 
GPS position is obtained with a standard GPS receiver, with a 
position precision degree of 5 m and an update rate of 1 Hz. 
The proposed method is designed to improve the accuracy of 
this position estimate.  

Fig. 18 shows the results of the proposed algorithm for 
accurate global localization, on a sequence in which the 
vehicle is approaching one of the study case intersections. 
Several frames from the sequence are considered, in which the 
vehicle is at different distances from the stop-line, as 
illustrated in the first column. The second column illustrates 

the correctly identified ego-lane, (together with the lane belief 
resulted from the proposed method), and a perspective view of 
the perceived environment representation. The third column 
illustrates the new, more accurate ego-vehicle localization 
(green vehicle), resulted from the data alignment algorithm, 
versus the initial GPS localization (red vehicle), superimposed 
on a sketch of the intersection. The conclusion is that the 
proposed method considerably improves the standard GPS 
localization, reducing the error from meters level to 
centimeters level.  

Table 5 illustrates the quantitative results of the proposed 
localization algorithm in terms of lateral and longitudinal 
error; the ground truth position is provided by a Novatel 
OEM6 GNSS receiver, with 2 cm accuracy. Also, in Table 5 
the results of the proposed method are compared with related 
literature results. The conclusion is that the proposed method 
achieves good results with low cost technology.  

TABLE 5 DATA ALIGNMENT RESULTS 
No.  Ref Sensors Lateral  

Position 
Error [m] 

Longitudinal  
Position Error 

[m] 
1  GPS   Orders of 

m 
Orders of 

 m 
2 [4] GPS + vehicle sensors + 

Map +Vision 
0.08  0.48  

3 [5]  GPS + odometry + 
Map+Vision 

0.35  0.77  

4 [6]  GPS + IMU + odometry 
+ LIDAR + built map 

<0.1 <0.3 

5 Proposed GPS+Stereovision + 
EDM  

0.32   0.20   

 
The processing time of each module, for the following 

system configuration: Intel Core2 Duo CPU, 2.66GHz 
processor, 2GB of RAM is presented in Table 6. For lane 
identification, the processing time depends on the amount of 
visual information used as evidence.  

TABLE 6 PROCESSING TIME OF EACH MODULE 
Module Processing 

time 
 [ms] 

Painted road objects 5 
Curb detection 8 
Stop-line 1 
Lane identification 15 – 30  
Data alignment 1 

 
An important remark is that the proposed method for 

accurate global localization relies on the visual detection of the 
road landmarks, and uses this information as input data for the 
lane identification and data alignment algorithms. In real world 
conditions occlusions happen quite frequently, leading to 
erroneous data or no data at all. The probabilistic approach in 
the form of a BN is capable of dealing with such uncertain 
information, and in most cases is able to correctly identify the 
lane on which the vehicle is driving on, as shown in Table 4. 
Also the data alignment algorithm performs well in both good 
and poor traffic conditions, relying on the visual stop-line 
detection that has a very high detection rate (96.5%) [33].  
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 (a)  

   
 (b)  

   
 (c)  

   
 (d)  

Fig. 18 Results of the proposed algorithm for accurate global localization. The different cases are for different distances to the stop-line (a) 15.1 m (b) 8.9 m (c) 
8.0 m (d) 4.9 m. The first column illustrates the results of the visual perception system. The second column illustrates the visual environmental representation 
from the ego-vehicle point of view; the lane beliefs resulted from to the proposed method are the following (a) P(L1,L2,L3) = {0.36, 0.45, 0.19} (b) P(L1,L2,L3) = 
{0.36, 0.45, 0.19} (c) P(L1,L2,L3) = {0.29, 0.42, 0.29} (d) P(L1,L2,L3) = {0.30, 0.43, 0.27}. The third column illustrates the accurate ego-vehicle localization 
(green vehicle) versus the initial GPS localization (red vehicle). 

IX.  CONCLUSIONS 

This paper describes a method for ego-vehicle accurate 
global localization with respect to an approaching intersection, 
based on the alignment of data from visual perception system 
with the information from the proposed EDM.  The main 
contributions are related to: 
- the classification of 3D lateral delimiters of the lane; 
- the proposed extended digital map, which includes the map 
representation of the landmarks and supplementary 
information regarding the road geometry and intersection’s 

configuration;  
- the probabilistic method, in the form of a Bayesian network, 
for identifying the driving lane using the perceived visual and 
map information: the original structure of the network, the 
automatic parameters learning based on EDM information, the 
generic and automatic construction of the BN, the use of the 
visual information about the other vehicles in the network, and 
the temporal integration of the frame-by-frame lane 
identification; 
- the algorithm for the alignment of the visual landmarks with 
the map landmarks, resulting in the improved global 
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localization.  
The method was successfully implemented and 

experimented in several specific intersection scenarios. The 
proposed approach is able to provide an increased accuracy in 
the global localization of the ego-vehicle.  

The achieved accurate localization allows the fusion of the 
visual perceived information with the EDM information, 
increasing the completeness of the intersection representation. 
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